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QUESTION 1

Module A and Module B share the same resources deployed as a shared library on the server. Module A has to be
updated resulting in changes to some of the shared resources. Which one of the following statements is correct with
respect to the dependency of the two modules on the shared resources? 

A. The shared library remains unaffected by the update to Module A. 

B. Module B needs to be rebuilt, tested and updated. 

C. Module B will update itself automatically as Module A is updated. 

D. Module B will throw an error saying the shared library is out of date. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An integration developer wants to implement a mediation module that carries out a transport protocol conversion to
allow a JMS client to send messages to a Web Service as described in the Exhibit. 

Which is one of the required steps to be performed to allow the interaction between the JMS client and the Inbound JMS
Export? 

A. Set the \\'JMS Correlation ID\\' property to the value "send" in the JMS client. 

B. Add a JMS property named TargetFunctionName in the header of the JMS message with a value of "send". 

C. Implement a FunctionSelector class in the JMS client to select the \\'send\\' operation while sending the message. 

D. Create a Service Integration Bus queue associated with the JMS Export with the \\'default forward routing path*
property set to the value "send". 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An integration developer has developed a mediation flow component with one SCA export, one Web Service import and
one SCA import. The integration developer is tasked to test the developed mediation flow using integration test client
(ITC). The mediation module is not deployed on the test server. 

Which of the following is the most appropriate behavior depicted by ITC? 

A. ITC will automatically deploy the module when it is selected to the test server. 

B. ITC will automatically create a test suite before performing a mediation module test. 

C. ITC will automatically create a test project before performing a mediation module test 

D. ITC expects that the module to be tested has been deployed and started on the test server. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An integration development team has been making use of the Trace Mediation primitive in order to examine various
mediation flow paths during an extended test run. The Trace primitive has been set to log this data to a user trace file.
The team is only interested in the JMSHeader part of the SMO. During this test run, the team notices that their trace file
is becoming very large and that most of the content being logged is not needed. 

How can the team address the amount of trace being generated? 

A. Change the Trace primitives destination to write to the server log. 

B. Change the Trace primitives Root settings to only log the parts of the message needed. 

C. Increase the size of the trace files in the server\\'s administrative console. 

D. Place a Message Filter primitive before the Trace primitive to filter out just the parts of the message needed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An integration development team is developing a mediation flow. A custom requirement is that in the event an error
occurs at any point in the mediation flow, a copy of the entire SMO is to be placed into the server log for the system
administrator to examine. How should the integration development team BEST implement this requirement? 

A. Change the server logging settings to log SMO messages. 

B. Wire a Trace primitive to each failure terminal and set the destination property to \\'Local Server Log\\'. 

C. Wire a Message Logger primitive to each failure terminal and set the Logging type to \\'Local Server Log\\'. 

D. Wire a Custom primitive to each failure terminal and insert System.err.println(smo) into the Details section. 

Correct Answer: B 
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